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Intermediate 1
Finalised Marking Instructions

These Marking Instructions have been prepared by Examination Teams
for use by SQA Appointed Markers when marking External Course
Assessments.

Modern Studies
Intermediate 1
Marking Instructions
Supplementary Notes for Markers
1

Markers are asked to ensure that marks are recorded directly opposite the last line of a
candidate’s response. All other marks/notes by the marker should be outwith the marks
columns.

2

‘List type’ answers to OUTCOME 1 questions at Intermediate 1 Level, if accurate, should be
awarded a maximum of 2 marks.

3

It is strongly emphasised that the references in the marking instructions indicating expected
responses are for guidance only and MUST NOT BE VIEWED AS PRESCRIPTIVE. The
performance of candidates is measured against the syllabus, outcomes and performance
criteria and it is against these, rather than a checklist of responses, that they should be
assessed.
Total Marks Available - 60
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Section A – Political Issues in the United Kingdom
Question 1
(Study Theme 1: Local Government in Scotland)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward political
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

statutory obligations regarding providing housing
provision of social rented accommodation
provision of temporary accommodation
support for voluntary organisations helping homeless
housing benefit
social work department.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
(b)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward political
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

council tax
non-domestic rates
allocation of funds from Scottish Executive/central Government
charges for services
Public Private Partnership arrangements for capital projects.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
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(c)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward political
issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification and which shows various factors interacting.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•

awareness of specific local needs
councillors live in local area
ability to lobby councillors
democratic control of local councils through elections.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by giving evidence to support and
oppose a given point of view.
Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence given depending upon the quality of argument and
evidence provided.
For full marks candidates should include some statistical evidence in their answer.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Support
“Labour has the most councillors in Scottish local councils …”
•

in both 1999 and 2003 Labour were the largest political party; In 2003, Labour won 508 council
seats – more than double the next biggest grouping ie Independents etc.

Oppose
“… the SNP made big gains in 2003.”
•

between 1999 and 2003, SNP councillors fell from 204 to 182.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.
Award up to two marks for each conclusion depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
For full marks evidence must be provided of interaction between the two sources.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•

Source 1 says introducing PR would be the best thing that could be done to improve the work of
Scotland’s councils while Source 2 says that introducing PR would be a bad decision and lead to
worse local government.

•

Source 1 says councillors will truly represent the people of their area while Source 2 says that
voters will lose the link they have with their councillor.

•

Source 1 says parties will have to work together while Source 2 says that there will be more
arguments between the different parties.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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Question 2
(Study Theme 2: Power and Influence in Decision Making)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward political
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

education
health
local government
legal system/criminal justice/law and order
ability to alter rate of taxation by up to 3p in the £.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
(b)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward political
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•

demonstrations to attract attention
petitions to show size of support
letter writing campaigns
direct action to gain publicity.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
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(c)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward political
issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification and which shows various factors interacting.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•

setting up of Scottish Parliament dealing with devolved matters
overrepresentation of Scottish voters compared with England
less work for MPs to do in Westminster since Scottish Parliament set up
concern over ‘West Lothian Question’.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by giving evidence to support and
oppose a given point of view.
Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence given depending upon the quality of argument and
evidence provided.
For full marks candidates should include some statistical evidence in their answer.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Support
“The Liberal Democrats never polled above 20%.”
•

over the whole period the support for Liberal Democrat support was always less than 20%, only
reaching 16% at the most.

Oppose
“Between 1999 and 2003, the Labour Party was always ahead in the opinion polls.”
•

on two occasions in 2000, SNP briefly went ahead of Labour in the polls.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.
Award up to two marks for each conclusion depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
For full marks evidence must be provided of interaction between the two sources.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•

Source 1 shows a Labour victory for John McAllion in 1999 while Source 2 shows Shona
Robison won for the SNP in 2003.

•

Source 1 shows turnout in 1999 was 54·8% while Source 2 shows it had fallen to 48·9% in 2003.

•

Source 1 shows a fairly safe Labour seat with a majority of almost 3,000 while Source 2 shows a
more marginal result with a majority of only 90.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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Section B – Social Issues in the United Kingdom
Question 3
(Study Theme 3: Equality in Society: Gender and Race)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward social
issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Gender
•
•
•
•
•

women may face the ‘glass ceiling’ which prevents them from reaching top jobs
discrimination due to family, childcare responsibilities
having to leave the workforce during maternity
harassment
unequal pay.

Ethnic origin
•
•
•
•

discrimination may prevent promotion
racial harassment
failure to employ
institutional racism.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
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(b)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward social
issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification and which shows various factors interacting.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Gender
•
•
•
•

life expectancy greater for women
men less likely to visit doctor
women suffer more ill-health/visits to doctor during childbirth years
greater awareness of certain diseases eg breast cancer/prostate cancer.

Ethnic origin
•
•
•

language and cultural barriers may prevent visits to doctors
women from some ethnic groups may wish to see female doctors
some diseases such as sickle cell anaemia affect certain groups.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
(c)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by giving evidence to oppose a
given point of view.
Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence given depending upon the quality of argument and
evidence provided.
For full marks candidates should include some statistical evidence in their answer.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Source 1
•

men are more likely to be victims of criminal violence outside home.

Source 2
•

“Men are less likely to be the victims of violent crime.”

“Men and women are just as likely to be found guilty of crime.”

men are far more likely to be found guilty of crime – in all crimes there is a higher rate for men eg
94% of serious assaults committed by men.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by selecting evidence from
them in order to justify a recommendation.
Award up to two marks for each reason depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
For full marks a recommendation must be selected.
For full marks interaction must be evident between the information in the Options and the selected
Facts/Viewpoints.
Award a maximum of three marks if interaction is only evident between the two Options.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Option 1
•
•
•

“behaviour improves in single sex classes” – boys tend to show off in front of girls
“research shows boys and girls have different ways of learning” – “boys respond better to
active, competitive learning”
in recent years boys have done less well, overall, in Standard Grades than girls – “39% girls
and 28% boys gained Credit Level Standard Grades in 1999”.

Option 2
•
•
•

“mixed classes help young people develop social skills” – “boys and girls need to mix to
prepare them for adulthood”
“boys are doing better than girls in some subjects” – “in 2001 75% of boys sitting Higher
Computing passed compared to 71% of girls”
results have been improving both for boys and girls in recent years – between 1999 and 2001
the percentage of boys achieving Standard Grades increased from 72% to 81%.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by detecting exaggeration and
providing clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an example of exaggeration and one mark for each
explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Source 1
•

ethnic minorities are well represented in the Scottish Parliament – there are no ethnic minority
MSPs – the percentage should at least reflect the % of population – 1·6%.

Source 2
•

“every political party had more women MSPs elected in 2003” – for some parties the number of
women MSPs dropped (SNP) or stayed the same (Labour) – give figures.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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Question 4
(Study Theme 4: Equality in Society: Health and Wealth)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
social issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification and which shows various factors interacting.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
(a) (i)
•
•
•

provides NHS – health professionals/immunisations/GPs
healthy eating promotions – HEBs
provides free school meals for some pupils.

Any other valid point.
(a) (ii)
•
•
•
•
•

provides free school meals for some pupils
social inclusion programmes
benefits
New Deal
Family Tax Credit.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC (a)
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(b) (i)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a
straightforward social issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification and which shows various factors interacting.
•
•
•
•
•
•

different incomes will affect health
some may have to rely on state pension, others will have occupational and/or private pensions and
afford a better diet
some will have been in better paid jobs
some will be able to afford a healthier lifestyle – holidays abroad
living conditions – some will not be able to afford heating/damp housing
ability to afford private medicine.

Any other valid point.
(b) (ii)
•
•
•
•

those who have never been married are usually less well off than those who have been divorced
maintenance payments, CSA
some will be in higher paid jobs and be able to afford child care
others will have more family support and be able to look for work.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
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(c)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by giving evidence to oppose a
given point of view.
Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence given depending upon the quality of argument and
evidence provided.
For full marks candidates should include some statistical comparison in their answer.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Source 1
•

the percentage of smokers is 33% in Scotland, higher than the figure for the UK at 29%

Source 2
•

percentage of women smoking in pregnancy is falling – has fallen from just under 30% to 24% in
2003.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by selecting evidence from
them in order to justify a recommendation.
Award up to two marks for each reason depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
For full marks a recommendation must be selected.
For full marks interaction must be evident between the Factfile on Mrs O’Brien and her son and the
Options.
Award a maximum of three marks if interaction is only evident between the two Options.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Option 1
•
•
•

24 hour care – her son works very long hours especially in the summer months and often works
weekends
all meals prepared for her – recently Mrs O’Brien has become more forgetful and left cooker on
“company during the day in the communal lounge” – “Mrs O’Brien is on her own most of the
day”.
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Option 2
•
•
•

“her son is at home in the evenings and some weekends” – “her son is able to cook meals and
clean the house”
“lived in the same street for 30 years” – Mrs O’Brien has neighbours who visit her and friends
from the local church
“stair-lift recently installed” – “her ability to move around is greatly reduced due to arthritis.”

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by detecting exaggeration and
providing clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an example of exaggeration and one mark for each
explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Source 1
•

across different Scottish regions the proportion of people claiming benefits is similar – Aberdeen
and North Ayrshire are very different (figures).

Source 2
•

the unemployment rate for Scotland has decreased every year from 1998 to 2002 – fluctuating
trend – give figures.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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Question 5
(Study Theme 5: Crime and the Law in Society)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a
straightforward social issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•

may place vulnerable children in care
work with families to provide solutions
assign a social worker or care worker to support the child
discuss problems with them.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
(b)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
social issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification and which shows various factors interacting.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•

peer pressure/influences/negative role models
low income/poverty
drugs/alcohol
jealousy.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
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(c)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by giving evidence to oppose a
given point of view.
Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence given depending upon the quality of argument and
evidence provided.
For full marks candidates should include some statistical comparison in their answer.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Source 1
•

they are very effective in preventing people from committing crime – people commit crimes while
on Community Service Orders.

Source 2
•

the number of Community Service Orders has risen in all local authorities – in some it has fallen
eg East Dunbartonshire, Moray.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by selecting evidence from
them in order to justify a recommendation.
Award up to two marks for each reason depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
For full marks a recommendation must be selected.
For full marks interaction must be evident between the information in the Options and the selected
Facts/Viewpoints.
Award a maximum of three marks if interaction is only evident between the two Options.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Option 1
•
•
•

“use of alcohol is connected with crime” – “drunken offenders are responsible for 40% of violent
crime”
“it will reduce the drunkenness in town centres at the weekends” – public drunkenness can give
rise to serious problems of disorderly conduct, nuisance, and criminal damage
“young drinkers are more likely to drink too much” – “there has been a rise in alcoholism in
young people”.

Option 2
•
•
•

“people are mature enough to drink at 18” – the legal age for marriage is 16, voting 18, driving 17
already many young people under 18 ignore the law and buy alcohol – if there is an increase in
the legal drinking age there would be an increased number breaking the law
“many young people drink but most do not develop serious alcohol problems” – young people are
not the only ones who abuse alcohol and cause disorderly conduct.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by detecting exaggeration and
providing clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an example of exaggeration and one mark for each
explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Source 1
•

there has only been a small drop in fatal and serious casualties – it was high at 67%.

Source 2
•

less than half the drivers in the 17-24 year age group support speed cameras – over 50% support
them (figures).

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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Section C - International Issues
Question 6
(Study Theme 6: Issues in Europe)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
international issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
One way is that there will be more customers for EU goods
•
•

the more members of the EU there are, the more people firms can sell to
a greater variety of goods for people in the EU to buy.

Another way is that the bigger the EU the more influence it has in the world
•
•

other countries will pay more attention to an organisation with 25 members than with 15
it could make the EU as strong as the USA or Japan.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
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(b)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
international issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification and which shows various factors interacting.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•

there is still a threat to the peace in Europe
there are still problems in Bosnia and Kosovo.

•

there is still a threat to Europe from the rest of the world
there are still issues needing dealt with following the war in Iraq
terrorism continues to be a threat since Sept 11
other countries respect strength.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
(c)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by detecting exaggeration and by
providing clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an example of exaggeration and one mark for each
explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
“Helping rural development is the second largest item of spending” is exaggerated because Source 2
shows that the second largest item is helping farmers to get a good price for their animal products
with about a quarter, helping rural development is less than half of this figure.
“Small farms get a big percentage of the money paid to farmers” is exaggerated because Source 1
shows that small farms make up 40% of EU farms but get only 8% of the money paid to farmers.
Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.
Award up to two marks for each conclusion depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
For full marks evidence must be provided of interaction between the two sources.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Waiting lists
•
•

Source 1 shows that “elderly people in France do not have to face a waiting list for hospital
treatment. They can usually get an operation as soon as they need it.”
Source 2 says that “elderly people in the UK may have to face long waiting lists for hospital
treatment. They may have to wait more than a year for a hip replacement.”

More deaths in the summer or winter
•
•

Source 1 shows that “many elderly people died during the heatwave of July and August 2003. It
is thought that the hot weather caused the deaths of many elderly people.”
Source 2 shows that “many elderly people suffer in the UK when there is a cold winter. The
months of December 2001 and January 2002 were very cold and many elderly people died.”

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by giving evidence to support a given
point of view.
Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence depending upon the quality of argument and
evidence provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
“Between 1982 and 2002, the United Kingdom had the second highest number of asylum applications
in the EU.”
Source 1 shows that the UK had the second highest number of applications, about 800,000 between
1982 and 2002, with Germany having the highest number with over 2,500,000 asylum applications
between l982 and 2002.
“In recent years, Germany has seen a fall in the number of asylum applications.”
Source 2 shows that Germany had a big fall in applications between 1992 and 1994, and then a slow
and steady fall from 1994 to 2002.
Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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Question 7
(Study Theme 7: Issues in an Emerging Nation: Brazil)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
international issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

housing inequalities – comparison of living in Favelas compared to well-off areas
women – discrimination at home/workplace
racial inequalities
economic inequalities
inequalities in education – public v private schools.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
(b)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
international issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for an explanation depending on quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

importance of foreign investment to develop the economy
growth in tourism
hydro-electric developments
increased industrial/agricultural production for export
reduce Brazil’s foreign debt.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
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(c)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources, by detecting exaggeration and by
providing clear and valid explanations.
Award up to one mark for each identification of an example of exaggeration and one mark for each
explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
“ Seventeen year olds had the highest percentage of arrests.”
Source 1
•

the age group 15 – 16 year olds had the highest percentage of arrests eg 40·5% compared to
29·6% for 17 year olds.

“ Crimes against people have decreased between 2000–2001.”
Source 2
•

crimes against people have increased from 418 in 2000 to 581 in 2001

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.
Award up to two marks for each conclusion depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
For full marks evidence must be provided of interaction between the sources.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•

Salvador has many old fashioned and traditional style housing whereas Brasilia has modern
architecture with many high-rise flats
Salvador is mostly influenced by African culture and religion, whereas
Brasilia has a variety of different religious faiths and culture.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources, by giving evidence to support a given
point of view.
Award two marks for each piece of evidence depending upon the quality of argument and evidence
provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Source 1
•

“In most cities, the poor own their property rather than rent it.”
In the 4 urban areas most people own – eg Salvador 74% own, only 10% rent

Source 2
•

“More poor Brazilians have access to a radio compared to other services.”
94·7% have access, higher than all other services.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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Question 8
(Study Theme 8: Issues in an Emerging Nation: China)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
international issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
One way is that housing facilities have improved
•
•

more houses have indoor toilets, central heating and air conditioning.
facilities have improved in urban and rural areas.

Another way is that there is less overcrowding
•
•

more floor area for people in urban and rural areas.
fewer people per room/house.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
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(b)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
international issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for each explanation depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification and which shows various factors interacting.
For full marks two explanations must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
One reason why the Chinese government built the three Gorges Dam is to provide more
electricity
•
•

there was not enough power for the old and new industries in China.
with increased prosperity there was a greater demand for electricity.

Another reason why the Chinese government built the three Gorges Dam is for flood control
•
•

there was a serious flooding problem on the Yangste River.
it was hoped that lives would be saved, a lot of deaths from flooding in the area over the years.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
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(c)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by detecting exaggeration and by
providing clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an example of exaggeration and one mark for each
explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
“There has been an increase every year in income per head in urban and rural areas” is exaggerated
because Source 1 shows that there was a fall by 7·5% in income in rural areas in 2001.
“The use of energy has been falling” is exaggerated because Source 2 shows that the use of energy
went up by 1·1% in 2000 and by 1·3% in 2001.
Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.
Award up to two marks for each conclusion depending upon the quality of explanation provided.
For full marks evidence must be provided of interaction between the two sources.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
Standard of living
Source 1 says that “Huaxi is one of the wealthiest villages in China. The people have a high standard
of living.”
Source 2 says that “Baozishan is one of the poorest villages in China. Families have a low standard of
living and find it difficult to produce enough food.”
Communications
Source 1 says that “Huaxi has good road links with the rest of China. Every family in the village has a
car.”
Source 2 says that “Baozishan is in a remote part of Guizhou Province. It takes an hour to walk from
the village to the nearest road.”
Progress
Source 1 says Huaxi “recently got permission to set up some new factories so… now produces a
greater variety of goods.”
Source 2 says that “a pipeline now provides water from a nearby spring so the villagers can grow a
bigger variety of crops.”
Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by giving evidence to support a given
point of view.
Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence depending upon the quality of argument and
evidence provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
“China took effective action to deal with the disease.”
Source 1
Shows that
•
•

“the government agreed to pay the medical costs of anyone with SARS so they would get
treatment quickly to stop the disease spreading.”
“the Chinese government set up roadblocks to make sure that people with SARS were not
travelling and spreading the disease in other areas.”

“China was the country worst affected by SARS.”
Source 2
•
•

shows that China with 5327 cases had more than the rest of the world put together, next was
Canada with only 250.
China had 348 deaths, compared with Canada with only 38.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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Question 9
(Study Theme 9: Issues in an Emerging Nation: South Africa)
(a)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
international issue by giving clear descriptions.
Award up to three marks for each description depending upon quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
For full marks two descriptions must be given.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•

still higher levels of unemployment amongst non-whites
lower income levels amongst non-whites
rural poverty still widespread
majority of non-whites still in low paid, unskilled jobs

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(a)
(b)
The candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of a straightforward
international issue by giving clear explanations.
Award up to three marks for an explanation depending on quality, relevance, accuracy and
exemplification.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lack of primary health care
explosion in the number of people who have HIV/AIDs since the 1980s
lack of HIV/AIDs education
reluctance of Mbeki on approving use of AZT and Nevarapine
cost of treatment on health service
increase in orphans
effects on the economy of less trained workers etc.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO1, PC(b)
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(c)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by giving evidence to support a given
point of view.
Award up to two marks for each piece of evidence depending upon the quality of the argument and
evidence provided.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
“South Africa is one of the most dangerous countries of the world to live in.”
Source 1
Shows South Africa has the highest murder level with firearms compared to other selected countries
in 2000 eg 31,918 in South Africa compared to 21,898 in Columbia.
Source 2
South Africa has the second highest murder rate per 100,000 of the population, only Columbia is
higher.
Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
(d)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by making comparisons and drawing
conclusions.
Award up to two marks for each conclusion depending upon the quality of
explanation provided.
For full marks evidence must be provided of interaction between the two sources.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
•
•

in the Western Cape, coal mining and other mineral mining employ many people whereas in
KwaZulu Natal fishing is important
Afrikaans is the most popular language in the Western Cape, Zulu is the most popular in KwaZulu Natal.

Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2
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(e)
The candidate is required to evaluate straightforward sources by detecting exaggeration and by
providing clear and valid explanations.
Award one mark for each correct identification of an example of exaggeration and one mark for each
explanation.
Credit reference to aspects of the following:
“More households have fridges than televisions”
… is exaggerated because Source 2 shows that 51·2% of households have fridges while 53·8% have
televisions.
“All Coloured households have electricity in their houses”
…is exaggerated because Source 1 shows that about 10% of Coloured households do not have
electricity.
Any other valid point.
4 MARKS AVAILABLE – LO2

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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